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Some models presented in this catalogue may be shown with optional equipment. Non-contractual photos: stylistic elements, décor and accessories not included. Since part of RAPIDO 
production is intended for export, the characteristics of the models may vary from one country to another; for an exact definition of the models marketed, we request you to consult your dealer. 
RAPIDO reserves the right to make modifications to its models without notice. Despite the care taken in the production of this catalogue, it cannot be taken as a contractual document. Your 
dealer will be happy to give you any further information you may require.
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RAPIDO, a luxury motorhome manufacturer, signed a two year partnership with Team FDJ in February 2015. With 
this partnership, RAPIDO is committed to supporting a French cycling team with strong potential. RAPIDO wants 
to associate its name with Team FDJ as they share the same values of excellence and commitment!

This partnership takes the form of a 10001DFH, RAPIDO’s largest vehicle. This luxury A-Class has been specially 
adapted to meet the needs of the FDJ cyclists. This special 10001dFH features the large rear lounge of a RAPIDO 
9094dF, so the cyclists can enjoy a comfortable rest.

They will definitely appreciate this great extra feature after a race!

RAPIDO, OFFICIAL PARTNER 
OF THE FDJ CYCLING TEAM

www.rapido.fr
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Fabric Upholstery

Luxury

Fabric Upholstery: Tep* or velvet

  Canberra range (leather/Tep* in mocha/vanilla). 
Visible sti tching on contrasti ng hues.

  Boston range (leather/Tep* in beige).

  Sable Nappa leather.  

This excepti onally high quality fi nishing leather will make 
your interiors even more luxurious.

* Tep: Polyamide-coated fabric.

The 2016 Collecti on off ers new, easy to clean fabric ranges. 
Light, warm, classic or modern: the enti re range is stylishly upholstered with a stylish contrasti ng band of colour 
(except Boston and Nappa).

Fabric Upholstery



More than ever, RAPIDO represents the virtues of a 
reliable, high-end brand engaged in a conti nuous quality 
improvement process and famed for its innovati on capacity. 
Our customers are loyal, and more than half are on to 
their second or third RAPIDO. 

Our brand also stands out in the second-hand market with 
a resale value higher than that of many other models. With 
a warm ambiance and att enti on to detail in our fi nishes, 
our values have not changed. From the noble aspect of 
solid wood to its nauti cal style, RAPIDO is sti ll the leader.

Dear motorhome enthusiasts,

Our dreams are the product of our roots and those of my father, 
Constant ROUSSEAU, who was a cabinetmaker and the 
company’s founder. When creating his first leisure vehicle in 1961, 
he had only one wish: « to make something good for everyone. » 
His cheeky, joyful ingenuity, elegant taste and generosity in his 
quest for « always improving » remain the mark of our creativity 
and French charm.

RAPIDO’s creative spirit expresses this lifestyle, this « French touch », which is � rmly rooted 
in our culture of quality workmanship and great materials. It re� ects traditions which blend 
aesthetics, subtlety and harmony, awakening all our senses.
Our creative RAPIDO spirit adds a modern touch to our designs. It uses ingenuity to offer 
features you can count on in all situations. 

My team and every employee in our company strive to satisfy your needs by manufacturing the 
best possible products so you can enjoy and be proud of your innovative, enjoyable RAPIDO 
motorhome. Along roads and through scenery, you will experience wonderful journeys aboard 
your RAPIDO motorhome.

Pierre ROUSSEAU, 
President

Bonjour*

RAPIDO: MORE THAN EVER THE BRAND

* Hello



An unparalleled 
warm ambiance 
At RAPIDO our reputation is founded on the unrivalled, warm ambiance created 
with our unique furniture. An ambience that has been modelled over time and has 
benefited from the close attention RAPIDO pays to customer feedback. The brand’s 
R&D team strive to create truly luxurious yet cosy interiors that are ergonomically 
tested and based on notions of well-being, with materials soft to the touch.

RAPIDO also owes its success to furniture collections enhanced by atmospheric 
lighting. From Series 6F/6FF and 8F/80dF, our prestigious ELEGANCE furniture is 
offered with solid wood. Or you might choose MONTALCINO furniture with its 
modern look and light colours.
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RAPIDO combines solid maple wood, 
leather, chrome and brushed aluminium 
to create the elegant and stylish touches 
that make the brand. On ledges, steps 
and door frames, tables or kitchen work 
surfaces (depending on the model), 
RAPIDO thus stamps its mark, signing off 
with a wooden flourish as it has done for 
50 years.

Ever more refinement: 
exclusive ambiance 
DESIGN EDITION
The 2016 Collection consists of three  
« super-equipped » DESIGN EDITION 
series, symbolising the refined luxury 
of RAPIDO: 70FF, 90dF/dFH and 10. 
The interior décor reflects the range’s 
exclusivity and is enhanced by a multitude 
of elegant details 1 . Here, the LEDs make 
the bedroom ceiling shimmer; there, 
genuine wood veneer combines with 
multi-coat varnished solid wood worthy 
of the most luxurious yachts (Series 10), 
which adorns the kitchen and living 
room. Along with the ambient lighting, 
which even features under the kitchen 
bench, mouldings and mirrors, a RAPIDO 
motorhome has class and will make its 
owners stand out from the crowd. Offering 
a sumptuous environment created using 

luxury materials and sensitive lighting, the 
RAPIDO DESIGN EDITION models elevate 
the act of travelling to an art form.

A unique look:  
DISTINCTION series
Symbolic of RAPIDO’s expertise, the 
DISTINCTION series enjoys unrivalled 
looks. Boasting a number of strengths, 
the Distinction series also has exclusive 
furniture. Glossy furniture with pure lines: 
welcome to the world of DISTINCTION.

Customise your living room
RAPIDO has dreamed up several 
ambiances for your interior, all of them 
full of warmth and softness. On the 6/6FF 
and 70FF low-profile models as well as the 
8F/80dF A-Class models, all you have to do 
is design the style you like by combining 
one of the 10 fabrics and leathers of your 
choice with one of the 2 furniture styles: 
ELEGANCE 2  and MONTALCINO 3 . For 
an elegant or resolutely modern luxury 
interior. MONTALCINO furniture is also 
available on the 9090dF and 9000dFH.

To select your fabric: 
> see Page 98.

A quality  
of manufacture 
worthy of our 
initial trade  
as cabinet makers 
Historically, the company’s founder, 
Constant ROUSSEAU, was a craftsman 
cabinetmaker familiar with noble 
materials and working with every type 
of wood.
Since then, RAPIDO has remained a 
family company, keeping this spirit of 
craftsmanship with genuine attention 
to detail. The desire to keep furniture 
made with elements in solid wood is 
still a reality, and even the design of 
each unit is specially conceived to last 
over time.
For a long time now, RAPIDO’s joinery 
work has been a benchmark of quality, 
perfectly symbolising the company’s 
values: an alliance of modernity and 
tradition. 
The joinery is guarantor of the quality 
of RAPIDO’s manufacture: the same 
care and attention is brought to the 
furniture in each series, and the varnish 
is applied by hand. It is because of these 
scrupulous finishes that RAPIDO is  
well-known throughout the whole of 
Europe for the quality of its products.



Technical innovation 
in RAPIDO’s genes

100% polyester
& greater impact resistance
The sides and roof are made with polyester. This gives them a 
much higher resistance to external impacts (scratches, bumps, 
etc.) compared to aluminium sheets.
Put your hand on the vehicle. Unlike metal bodies, RAPIDO 
panels are not cold. Can you feel the warmth under your hand ? 
That proves it is a polyester panel !

Polyester underfl oor
Protects against the cold, weather, salt and more.

From innovati ve materials to principles of smart design, RAPIDO is setti  ng the technical standards today for 
the motorhomes of tomorrow.

Outside: 
RAPIDO bodywork makes 
all the diff erence
Our R&D department strives continuously to find 
innovati ve soluti ons (materials, technologies, etc.) 
to deliver the very best to RAPIDO customers. The 
bodywork is designed to be simultaneously robust and 
classically elegant, through the use of materials such 
as polyester, and has been developed to combine style 
with ease of use.

> METAL = COLD; 

IMPACT-RESISTANT POLYESTER

 = WARM

    
    

    
    

RA
PID

O: oft
 en copied, never beaten

CHECK: 

TOUCH THE SIDE PANEL !

POLYESTER 

SIDE PANELS

> PROTECTIVE POLYESTER,
RECOGNISABLE 

BY ITS GREY COLOUR

    
    

    
   R

APIDO: oft e
n copied, never beaten

CHECK: 
LOOK UNDERNEATH !

POLYESTER
UNDERFLOOR
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A warm ambiance ... 
even in the cold!
Tests were conducted in cold rooms with thermal sensors, 
enabling us to measure heat losses. Our technical soluti ons 
have been popular with our Nordic customers and also with 
customers travelling to the mountains in the winter months.

Polyester internal faces of the storage 
area doors
The moulded polyester panel also helps to absorb impacts 
caused by handling tables, chairs, bicycles, etc. 
The storage areas are further insulated with sandwich 
technology.

Gel-Coat: reinforced protecti on
RAPIDO uses a high-tech gel coati ng to protect your 
motorhome’s bodywork from the weather and in parti cular 
from UV rays. The quality of this resin (Gel-Coat) gives your 
motorhome a long life, ensuring waterti ghtness and a glossy 
look.

Perfectly waterti ght
Every vehicle, as it leaves the producti on line, passes through 
a water jet tunnel to test its water-ti ghtness. In additi on, some 
of the range is fi tt ed with a full-cover roof. All our vehicles are 
covered by a 5-year water-ti ghtness warranty.

Well-protected bodywork:
Styrofoam and polyurethane
Styrofoam A  is a lightweight, proven material which 
possesses great acousti c and thermal insulati on properti es 
(unlike the polystyrene used by other manufacturers).
Polyurethane B  protects against impacts and damp. RAPIDO 
has used polyurethane on all the vehicles in the 2016 
Collecti on to protect areas most exposed to the weather.  
Rot-proof, light and extremely solid, polyurethane extends the 
life of RAPIDO bodywork.

5-YEAR
WATER-TIGHTNESS
WARRANTY



RAPIDO’s double fl oor is connected to the AL-KO lowered 
chassis: its very low centre of gravity provides perfect driving 
stability.

Inside: 
our designers focus 
on your comfort

Height-adjustable beds
All central beds in the RAPIDO 2016 range (except 640F, 650FF 
and 850F) are height-adjustable (Δ 30cm): 
  Low bed = more accessible = increased comfort.
  High bed = large garage = more storage.

They also feature unique pleats that insulate the passenger 
compartment from the storage area and require no handling to 
change from one version to another.
The 803F transverse bed is also height-adjustable (Δ 20cm).

Reliability: travelling 
in a RAPIDO means 
travelling with peace 
of mind
Before being released for sale, 
our vehicles undergo track 
testi ng to validate structure 
quality, noise levels, rigidity, 
solidity, reliability, towing 
points, performance and more.

ALDE cold room 
tests
Thermal sensors measure 
the heati ng quality and its 
distributi on in the vehicle 
according to where the 
convectors are installed. This 
means the opti mal locati on 
can be found.

 Living room hatch for accessing the storage space from the interior.

Widthwise storage double fl oor accessible from both sides.

Storage double fl oor
(80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10 & DISTINCTION)

General and technical storage

Drawing on our extensive knowledge of this parti cularly 
complex area of experti se, RAPIDO has designed a double 
fl oor combining storage space with thermal insulati on:

  Large storage volume easily accessible from both inside and 
outside. 

  Third level of storage space (90dF/dFH and 10).

  Houses the fresh water tanks, gas lines, electrical cables and 
heati ng circuit, freeing up space in the living area (80dF and 
DISTINCTION).

  Heated double fl oor (except 90dF when TRUMA fi tt ed).

  Thermal insulati on reinforced by the technical double fl oor.
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Full cab heati ng Blown air heati ng increases 
temperature faster

Independent bedroom 
temperature control

Full double fl oor 
heati ng

Plate heat exchanger Heati ng control via 
iPhone app

TRUMA heati ng system
In most models, the Truma heati ng system is located in the 
kitchen area, i.e. in the central part of the vehicle, to provide 
the best output possible and evenly heat the front and rear 
of the vehicle. This locati on was determined from joint tests 
conducted by TRUMA and RAPIDO. The system is operated 
from the CP PLUS control panel, which features a digital display 
and programming opti ons.

ALDE central heati ng system: 
Arcti c Comfort Plus
Working in collaborati on with the ALDE team, RAPIDO has 
developed a top-of-the-range central heati ng system that has 
been tested, with great success, in scandinavia. It has become 
a benchmark for the market, providing heat evenly distributed 
throughout the living area and the cab (A-Class windscreen and 
cab-living area connecti on), with the possibility of separately 
controlling the bedroom temperature, and features a Frost 
Control system. The double fl oor is also heated.

 ALDE Arcti c Comfort Plus central heati ng consists of a gas 
boiler and a heat exchanger.

The gas boiler heats fl uid (60% water/40% glycol) in a network 
of pipes and convectors and creates a fl ow of warm air that 
rises along the external walls. The bulkheads, furniture and 
air are gradually heated, forming a barrier of warm air which 
insulates the windows.

To ensure opti mal heati ng, this system boasts up to 
25 convectors - equivalent to 18m when placed end to end.

The cab also receives heat from the ALDE heati ng system.

Block diagram of ALDE heati ng system. This does not represent a precise 
descripti on of the product and/or furniture. 

  Available as standard on the 665F, 7065FF, 9000dFH, 9005dFH and Series 10.

   Available as an opti on on the 8066dF, 8090dF, 9090dF and 

DISTINCTION i90.



1961 1983 1992 2010 2014
Launch of the fi rst 
RAPIDO caravan

First RAPIDO 
A-class model

Start of producti on of 
the Randonneur 410, 
RAPIDO’s fi rst motorhome

Launch of the 
DISTINCTION Series

Launch of the fi rst RAPIDO 
VANS and heavy motor homes 
with Series 10

Over 50 years of experience 
and innovati on in the service of adventure

RAPIDO was born from the creati ve mind of Constant ROUSSEAU: in 
1961, for his own holidays, he invented and manufactured a canvas 
folding caravan, resti ng on a chassis, which could serve as a trailer 
the rest of the year.
Over the space of 30 years, 35,000 units of this innovati ve model 
would be produced, with half of them going to export.
With improvements made each year, the folding caravan conti nued 
to fascinate and received several awards for its ingenuity including 
fi rst prize in the Lépine Competi ti on.
Pierre ROUSSEAU joined the company in 1976 to work with his 
father. He very soon thought of designing motorhomes. 
The fi rst model left  the factory in 1983: this was the Randonneur 410. 
After his father passed away, Pierre ROUSSEAU took over 
management of the company in 1985. 1987 represented a real 
turning point for RAPIDO: the company launched a general range 
of motorhomes, thereby entering for the fi rst ti me into the core of 
the market. RAPIDO then produced low-profi le and overcab models 
and, a litt le later, a range of A-class models. 

In 2014, Pierre ROUSSEAU’s son Nicolas joined the company and 
now manages sales in France.
The passion for this product has been kindled in a third generati on.

A European group, 
a family business

RAPIDO has evolved from a high-end French brand into a European 
group, becoming a market leader for luxury motorhomes. This success 
is primarily built on RAPIDO’s exacti ng quality standards and the 
acquisiti on of specialised brands in diff erent recreati onal-vehicle 
market segments. Nowadays, almost half the producti on is exported.
From 1993 to 2014, the RAPIDO Group has gradually expanded 
with the brands ESTEREL (1993), RAPIDHOME (1998), FLEURETTE 
(2005), ITINEO (Brand creati on in 2006), CAMPEREVE (2009), 
WESTFALIA (2014) and DREAMER (2014). The jewel of the German 
leisure vehicle industry, WESTFALIA, further strengthens the RAPIDO 
Group’s European dimension. However, the company has remained 
a family business, preserving its spirit of craft smanship with genuine 
att enti on to detail.

The same passion 
for three generations

Constant ROUSSEAU, 
founder of RAPIDO and 

craft sman cabinetmaker.
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04 - Döbeln
13 - Berlin
21 - Lamstedt
38 - Braunschweig-Schapen
49 - Haren-Wesuwe
50 - Kerpen-Buir
59 - Möhnesee-Echtrop
63 - Langenselbold
66 - Marpingen
68 - Viernheim
72 - Pfullingen
79 - Neuenburg/Rhein 
91 - Rött enbach

Wokingham, Berkshire
Newark, Notti  nghamshire
Highbridge Somerset
Errol, Perthshire
Dromore, Co Down
Great Yarmouth, Norfolk
Cranage, Cheshire

Hirnsdorf
Erla bei St Valenti n

Poperinge
Rotheux
Houthalen-Helchteren

Vejle

Lujua - Vizcaya
Irún - Guipuzcoa
San Sebasti an de los Reyes - Madrid
Las Torres de Coti llas - Murcia
Palma de Mallorca - Baléares
Dos Hermanas - Sevilla
La Pobla de Vallbona - Valencia 
Parels del Vallès, Barcelona

Hyvinkää
Ylivieska

Nieuwegein Zuid
Oude Pekela

Ozzero - Mi
Varallo Pombia -No-
Roma
Quartu S, Elena -Ca-
Pistoia
Summaga di Porto Gruaro -Ve-
Monza - Mb
Palermo
San Rocco di Bernezzo -Cn- 
Alonte -Vi-
Lugnano di Vicopisano -Pi-

Rathkeale, Co. Limerick

Honefoss
Voss
Fauske
Nordkjosbotn
Sarpsborg
Naerboe
Heimdal
Alesund
Grimstad
Lierstranda
Elverum
Bjerkvik
Mosjøen
Gjøvik
Alta

Guia

Marianske Lazne
Frydek-Mistek

Bålsta 
Sollebrunn
Örkelljunga
Kvicksund
Kalmar
Kalix

Vernier

03 - Esti vareilles (Montluçon)
06 - Nice
08 - Flize (Sedan)
12 - Luc-la-Primaube (Rodez)
13 - Les Pennes-Mirabeau
14 - Verson (Caen)
15 - Cayrols (Aurillac) 
16 - Soyaux 
17 - Rochefort 
18 - St-Germain-Du-Puy 
19 - Brive La Gaillarde 
21 - Chenove
22 - Lannion (St-Brieuc) 
22 - Coetmieux
24 - Montrem
26 - Pont-de-L'Isère
28 -  Luisant (Nogent Le Phaye, 

Chartres)
29 - Ploudaniel (Brest)
30 - Cardet (Alès)
31 - Muret
31 - Fenouillet (Toulouse)
33 - Mérignac (Bordeaux)
33 - Sainte Eulalie (Bordeaux)
34 - Mauguio (Montpellier)
35 - Orgères (Rennes)
37 - Parcay Meslay (Tours)
38 - Voreppe (Grenoble)
42 - L’Etrat (St-Eti enne)
44 - Treillières
47 - Villeneuve-sur-Lot
49 - Montreuil Juigné
50 - La Glacerie (Cherbourg)
51 - Tinqueux (Reims)
52 - Saint-Dizier
53 - St-Berthevin (Laval)
56 - Guidel (Lorient)
57 - Metz Woippy
59 - Vendeville
60 - Francastel
62 - Loison-sous-Lens
62 - Le Touquet
63 - Cournon d’Auvergne
64 - Bayonne
64 - Lescar (Pau)
66 - Perpignan
67 - Benfeld (Strasbourg)
69 - St-Priest Mi Plaine
70 - Vesoul
71 - Sennecé-Lès-Mâcon (Mâcon)
72 - La Bazoge
73 - Voglans (Chambéry)
74 - La Balme-de-Sillingy (Annecy)
76 - Boos
77 - Lagny sur Marne
79 - Niort
83 -  Roquebrune-sur-Argens (Le Muy)
84 - Vedène (Avignon)
85 -  Les Clouzeaux 

(La Roche-sur-Yon)
85 -  Mortagne-sur-Sèvre 

(La Roche-sur-Yon)
86 - Migné-Auxances (Poiti ers)
87 - Limoges
88 - Thaon-les-Vosges (Epinal)
89 - Chemilly-sur-Yonne

A network of 
138 sales outlets 
in Europe
rigorously selected by RAPIDO 
for their quality of service.

Updated list of distributors available 
at www.rapido.fr

GERMANY

UNITED KINGDOM

AUSTRIA

BELGIUM

DENMARK  

SPAIN  

FINLAND  

NETHERLANDS  

ITALY  

IRELAND  

NORWAY  

PORTUGAL

CZECH REPUBLIC

SWEDEN

SWITZERLAND

FRANCE 



640F  6,49 m 7090FF  7,79 m 850F  6,69 m 8080dF  6,99 m 9090dF  7,39 m 10000  8,49 m i80  6,99 m

680F  6,99 m 880F  6,99 m 8090dF  7,39 m 9000dFH  7,99 m 10001 8,49 m i90  7,39 m

690F  7,39 m 881F  7,39 m

650FF  6,69 m 890F  7,39 m

680FF  6,99 m

691FF  7,39 m

665F  7,39 m 7065FF  7,79 m 855F  6,99 m 8066dF  7,39 m 9005dFH  7,99 m

666F  7,39 m 866F  7,39 m

600FF  5,99 m 803F  5,99 m 9048dF  6,49 m

676FF  6,99 m 883F  6,99 m 9094dF  7,39 m

9060dF Mobily®  7,39 m

SERIE 6F/6FF SERIE 70FF SERIE 8F

p. 14 - 27 p. 28 - 35 p. 36 - 47 p. 48 - 57

+ ALDE SERIE +

2016

2016

2016

2016 2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

ALDE SERIE

To choose your RAPIDO,    � rst select your layout

Low-pro� le A-class

Fiat AL-KO chassis - FF = Drop-down bedFiat chassis - FF = Drop-down bed Fiat chassis

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE 
CENTRAL BED WITH 

LARGE GARAGE
(except 640F, 650FF 

& 850F)    

TWIN BEDS

TRANSVERSE BED 
OVER THE GARAGE

DROP-DOWN BED
(LIVING ROOM OR CAB)

LONGITUDINAL BED

MODULAR BEDS

NEWNEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW



640F  6,49 m 7090FF  7,79 m 850F  6,69 m 8080dF  6,99 m 9090dF  7,39 m 10000  8,49 m i80  6,99 m

680F  6,99 m 880F  6,99 m 8090dF  7,39 m 9000dFH  7,99 m 10001 8,49 m i90  7,39 m

690F  7,39 m 881F  7,39 m

650FF  6,69 m 890F  7,39 m

680FF  6,99 m

691FF  7,39 m

665F  7,39 m 7065FF  7,79 m 855F  6,99 m 8066dF  7,39 m 9005dFH  7,99 m

666F  7,39 m 866F  7,39 m

600FF  5,99 m 803F  5,99 m 9048dF  6,49 m

676FF  6,99 m 883F  6,99 m 9094dF  7,39 m

9060dF Mobily®  7,39 m

SERIE 8F SERIE 80dF SERIE 90dF/dFH SERIE 10 SERIE DISTINCTION

p. 36 - 47 p. 48 - 57 p. 58 - 69 p. 70 - 77 p. 78 - 87
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+

+ +

+

+

+

+

+

2016

2016

2016

2016

2016

ALDE SERIE ALDE SERIE

ALDE SERIE

ALDE SERIE

To choose your RAPIDO,    � rst select your layout

A-class

Fiat AL-KO chassisFiat AL-KO chassis Fiat AL-KO chassis Fiat AL-KO chassis

OPTION ALDE

OPTION ALDE

OPTION ALDEOPTION ALDE
NEW

NEWNEW

NEW

NEW



SERIE 6F/6FF  

SERIE 6F/6FF

640F  |  665F  |  666F  |  680F  |  690F  |  600FF  |  650FF  |  676FF  |  680FF  |  691FF

Drop-down bed as standard (double): 600FF, 650FF, 676FF, 680FF & 691FF.
High or low twin beds (to choose when ordering): 666F.

Low twin beds: 665F.



SERIE 6F/6FF  
640F  |  665F  |  666F  |  680F  |  690F  |  600FF  |  650FF  |  676FF  |  680FF  |  691FF

690 F

Series 6F/6FF embodies RAPIDO’s expertise and love of beautiful finishes - 
down to the smallest detail. This series is generously equipped with standard 
fittings, and features redesigned living spaces flooded with sunlight.  
Choose your own furniture style:
ELEGANCE, sophistication which inspires quality, with solid maple wood 
mouldings; MONTALCINO, modern trends and glossy, brilliant finish.  

Well-being is also the ability to travel where you want as a family. That is 
why RAPIDO has created the 650FF, with 5 berths and 5 registered seats 
packed into a minimum length of 6.69 m.

WELL-BEING STARTS HERE

LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

« FF »: For Family or For Four.



6.49 m 6.99 m 7.39 m
640F 680F 665F  |  666F  |  690F

6.49 m x 2.35 m

7.39 m x 2.35 m

665F

+

2016

SERIE 6F/6FF

2+2 4 2+1

2+2 5 2+1

640F

ALDE SERIE

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.

NEW

CUSTOMISE YOUR RAPIDO !
Choices available on the 6F/6FF:
 10 layouts

 2 furniture to choose from: ELEGANCE or MONTALCINO

 A large choice of fabrics (as an opti on)

 With or without drop-down bed (depending on model)

  High or low beds (with correspondingly diff erent storage area heights) 

for the 666F

 A long list of additi onal fi tti  ngs to choose from

Low beds
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7.39 m
665F  |  666F  |  690F

7.39 m x 2.35 m

6.99 m x 2.35 m

7.39 m x 2.35 m

2016

2+2 5 2+2

2+2 5 2+1

2+2 5 2+2

680F

690F

666F

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.

NEW

LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

or

High beds Low beds



5.99 m 6.69 m 6.99 m 7.39 m
600FF 650FF 676FF  |  680FF 691FF

5.99 m x 2.35 m

6.69 m x 2.35 m

6.99 m x 2.35 m

676FF

2016

SERIE 6F/6FF

2+3 5 2+2+1

2+2 6 2+2

2+2 6 2+2

650FF

600FF

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual. 

NEW
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7.39 m
691FF

6.99 m x 2.35 m

7.39 m x 2.35 m

2+2 5 2+2

2+2 5 2+2

691FF

680FF

2016

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual. 

LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND CEILING BED (FF)

NEW



640 F

640 F

SERIE 6F/6FF



665 F

680 F F680 F F680 F F
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LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK



680 F

SERIE 6F/6FF
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690 F

690 F 690 F

LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK



650 F F

650 F F

666 F

SERIE 6F/6FF
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666 F

LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK



SERIE 6F/6FF

Impact-resistant polyester roof
impact-resistant polyester panels

Opening panoramic roof

Polyester 
underfl oor

Door with 2-point 
locking 

Floor bodywork 
with polyurethane

Double glazed window with 
polyurethane frame, cassett e 

blinds and fl yscreen

Height-adjustable central bed 
(30cm) with large storage area 
(680F, 690F, 680FF, and 691FF)

Standard � ttings

ELEGANCE,
luxury furniture with solid maple 
mouldings.

MONTALCINO, 
modern furniture with a glossy, 
bright fi nish.

YOUR CHOICE OF FURNITURE, WITH LED BACKLIT LOCKERS
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LOW-PROFILE MODELS WITH SPECIAL FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

  4 seats with seat belts (650FF: 5) 

  Permanent and drop-down beds 
with BULTEX® matt ress

  High (with 120cm-high storage area) 
or low (with 68cm-high storage area) 
twin beds for the 666F

  Drop-down double bed as standard on the 
600FF, 650FF, 676FF, 680FF and 691FF

  Height-adjustable headrests

  Easy movement around the living room 
(no raised fl oor)

  LED ambient lighti ng in the living room, 
bedroom and cab

  21-inch fl at screen TV unit

  ALDE Arcti c Comfort Plus heati ng in 665F

  TRUMA heati ng with CP PLUS control 
panel

  Large 149L AES fridge 
(680F, 650FF, 680FF: 135L)

  Spice rack and kitchen roll holder

  Kitchen with self-closing and central 
locking drawers, in white lacquer 
(except 640F)

  Work-top edged in solid maple 
(ELEGANCE furniture)

  Stove with 3 in-line hobs (except 640F)

  Driver airbag

  ABS braking

  Car-style rear

For the complete list of fi tti  ngs, 
please refer to the technical manual.

Robustly-assembled 
furniture
Tongue and groove, gluing 
and screwing constructi on 
techniques result in robust 
panels.

Beautiful � nishes 
in the kitchen
Chromed brass kitchen tap 
with ceramic cartridge. 
Work-top edged in solid maple 
(ELEGANCE furniture).



SERIE 70FF  

SERIE 70FF DESIGN EDITION

7065FF  |  7090FF

SERIE 

Low twin beds: 7065FF.



SERIE 70FF  
7065FF  |  7090FF

7065 F F

RAPIDO off ers you the best in low-profi le motorhomes. Every detail, 
every fi nish, every fi tti  ng adds its own touch, helping to make life on board 
even bett er. Refl ect your personal style with a choice of two furniture 
collecti ons:
ELEGANCE: immerse yourself in sophisti cati on with solid maple wood 
mouldings and glossy fi nish doors.
MONTALCINO: enjoy modern charm with pure lines and glossy, brilliant 
fi nishes.

You and your guests can enjoy generous spaces and the dining area has room 
for up to 6 people. No compromise is made in your private areas: a second 
permanent bed with 2 full berths descends from above the living room. 
The 70FF* features an AL-KO chassis which provides unparalleled driving 
comfort thanks to its independent suspension.
Dressed in elegant silver grey bodywork, the 70FF appears in all its glory.

FRENCH LIFESTYLE & SAVOIR FAIRE

LOW-PROFILE FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & DROP-DOWN BED (FF)

* « FF »: For Family or For Four.



7.79 m
7065FF  |  7090FF

7.79 m x 2.35 m

7.79 m x 2.35 m

+

SERIE 70FF DESIGN EDITION

2+3 6 2+2+1

2+3 6 2+2+1

7065FF

7090FF

ALDE SERIE

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.

CUSTOMISE YOUR RAPIDO !
 Central bed or twin beds

 2 furniture to choose from: ELEGANCE Glossy or MONTALCINO Glossy

 A large choice of fabrics (leather as an opti on)

 Three-ring gas cooker (two as an opti on)

 A long list of additi onal fi tti  ngs to choose from

Low beds
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7065 F F

7065 F F 7065 F F

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.

LOW-PROFILE FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & DROP-DOWN BED (FF)



7090 F F

SERIE 70FF DESIGN EDITION
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7065 F F

7090 F F7090 F F

7090 F F

LOW-PROFILE FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & DROP-DOWN BED (FF)



SERIE 70FF DESIGN EDITION

Impact-resistant polyester roof
Impact-resistant polyester panels

Full-cover roof Opening panoramic 
roof

Polyester 
underfl oor

Door with 2-point 
locking, fi xed window 

and inbuilt bin

Floor bodywork 
with polyurethane

Cab in metallic 
silver grey

Double glazed windows with 
polyurethane frame (lie-fl at design), 

cassett e blinds and fl yscreen 

Height-adjustable 
central bed 

(30cm) with large 
storage area 

(7090FF)

Standard � ttings

AL-KO chassis 
with independent 

suspension

ELEGANCE 
GLOSSY
enjoy sophisti cati on with solid 
maple wood mouldings and 
glossy fi nishes.

MONTALCINO 
GLOSSY 
modern furniture with a glossy, 
bright fi nish.

YOUR CHOICE OF FURNITURE, WITH LED BACKLIT LOCKERS

The AL-KO chassis off ers unparalleled handling and driving comfort. Its design boosts your safety thanks to 
its robust chassis and independent suspension.
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LOW-PROFILE FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK & DROP-DOWN BED (FF)

  5 seats with seat belts

  5 berths

  Permanent and drop-down beds 
with BULTEX® matt ress

  Drop-down double bed as 
standard

  Mechanical bed head adjustment  

  Front living area easily 
transformable into sleeping space

  Easy movement around the living 
room (no raised fl oor)

  Living room upholstery: 
contemporary design, opti mal 
comfort and height-adjustable 
headrest

  LED ambient lighti ng in the living 
room, bedroom and cab

  21-inch fl at screen TV unit

  ALDE Arcti c Comfort Plus heati ng 
as standard in 7065FF

  TRUMA Combi 6 heati ng with CP 
PLUS control panel in 7090FF

  Automati c inverter, for driving 
with gas heati ng on

  PIONEER® Multi media Stati on: 
DVD, MP3, DIVX, USB and reversing 
camera screen

 Large 160L AES fridge

 Cooker hood  

 Spice rack and kitchen roll holder

  Kitchen with self-closing 
and central locking drawers, 
in white lacquer 

  Work-top edged in solid maple 
(ELEGANCE furniture)

  Removable serving hatch shelf 
between the kitchen and living 
room

 Living area door fl yscreen

 Manual cab air-conditi oning

 Driver airbag

 ABS braking

 Designer rear pillars

For the complete list of fi tti  ngs, 
please refer to the technical manual.

DESIGN EDITION 
FINISHES AS 
STANDARD!
RAPIDO sophistication

  ELEGANCE Glossy or MONTALCINO 
Glossy furniture

  Entrance, cab, living room, kitchen, bathroom 
and bedroom ambient lighti ng 

 Indirect lighti ng over the bed

 Black lacquer Piano front

 Many comfort and luxury fi tti  ngs

70FF: the advantages of 
the « FF » range’s beds
The bed mechanism in the 70FF 
range, coming directly from the one 
in the A-class models, is effi  cient 
and reliable. Once the bed has been 
lowered, the height under the ceiling 
is 83cm, enabling you to sit upright. 
Once the drop-down bed has been 
raised, you can enjoy a fl oor to 
ceiling height of 1.95m.
The BULTEX® matt ress, which is 
equal in quality to the one on the 
permanent bed, provides excellent 
comfort while you sleep.

Full-cover roof
Full-cover roof: made 
from polyester, this roof 
enhances the insulati on, 
guaranteeing a perfect 
seal and protecti ng 
against impacts.



SERIE 8F  

SERIE 8F

803F  |  850F  |  855F  |  866F  |  880F  |  881F  |  883F  |  890F

High twin beds: 855F. 
High or low twin beds (to choose when ordering): 866F.



880 F

With Series 8F, the art of living has never been so alluring. In this series, 
you can enjoy one of the customisable RAPIDO A-Class models. Get ready 
to fall under the spell of a motorhome where the chic interior combines 
with a stylish look enhanced by the front’s curves. 

Whether you choose a compact model (under 6m like the 803F) or opt for 
ultra-comfort (like the 890F with its height-adjustable bed), your RAPIDO 
will exude the typically French charm of great motorhome living.

FRENCH CHARM IN A MOTORHOME 

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK



5.99 m 6.69 m 6.99 m 7.39 m
803F 850F 855F |  880F |  883F 866F  |  881F  |  890F

5.99 m x 2.35 m

6.69 m x 2.35 m

6.99 m x 2.35 m

2016

2016

2+2 4 2+2

2+3 5 2+2

2+2 5 2+2

850F

855F

803F

SERIE 8F

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.

NEW

NEW

High beds 

5 berths (opti on)
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7.39 m
866F  |  881F  |  890F

7.39 m x 2.35 m

6.99 m x 2.35 m

7.39 m x 2.35 m

2+2 5 2+2

2+2 5 2+2

2+2 5 2+2

880F

881F

866F

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

or

High beds Low beds



5.99 m 6.69 m 6.99 m 7.39 m
803F 850F 855F |  880F |  883F 866F  |  881F  |  890F

6.99 m x 2.35 m

7.39 m x 2.35 m

2+2 4 2+2

2+2 5 2+2

890F

883F

SERIE 8F

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual. 

CUSTOMISE YOUR RAPIDO !
  8 layouts

 2 furniture to choose from: ELEGANCE or MONTALCINO

  A large choice of fabrics (leather as an opti on)

  A long list of additi onal fi tti  ngs to choose from
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7.39 m
866F  |  881F  |  890F

850 F

850 F

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual. 

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

External sliding storage drawer. 
Option available in Series 8F.

CUSTOMISE YOUR RAPIDO !
  8 layouts

 2 furniture to choose from: ELEGANCE or MONTALCINO

  A large choice of fabrics (leather as an option)

  A long list of additional fittings to choose from



890 F

SERIE 8F
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890 F

881 F

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK



880 F

880 F

803 F

SERIE 8F
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855 F

855 F 855 F

A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK



SERIE 8F

Impact-resistant polyester roof
Impact-resistant polyester panels 

Modern coach-style 
wing mirrors

Wraparound 
panoramic 
wide-angle 
windscreen

Polyester underfl oor
Floor bodywork with polyurethane

Indoor storage 
compartment

Double glazed window with 
polyurethane frame, cassett e 

blinds and fl yscreen

Height-adjustable bed 
with large garage (803F, 

880F, 881F, 890F)

Standard � ttings

ELEGANCE,
luxury furniture with solid maple 
mouldings.

MONTALCINO, 
modern furniture with a glossy, 
bright fi nish.

YOUR CHOICE OF FURNITURE, WITH LED BACKLIT LOCKERS
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A-CLASS MODELS WITH FIAT CHASSIS & EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK

  4 seats with seat belts (850F: 5)

  Cab and permanent bed with slat base 
and BULTEX® matt ress

  LED ambient lighti ng in the living room, 
bedroom and cab

  Storage area lighti ng 

  21-inch fl at screen TV unit

  TRUMA Combi 6 heati ng 
with CP PLUS control panel

  Stove with 3 in-line hobs (except 803F) 

  Large fridge: up to 160L 
(depending on model)

  Spice rack and kitchen roll holder

  Kitchen with self-closing and central 
locking drawers, in white lacquer 
(except 803F)

  Work-top edged in solid maple 
(ELEGANCE furniture)

  Chromed brass kitchen tap with ceramic 
cartridge

  Clothes drying rack

  Central locking on driver’s 
and living area doors

  Driver’s door with electric window

  Fog lights

  Driver airbag 

  ABS braking

  Car-style rear

For the complete list of fi tti  ngs, 
please refer to the technical manual.

Private shower room
Spacious with separated 
shower (855F, 866F, 881F, 
890F). 

Internal storage 
compartment
Living room hatch for accessing 
the storage space from the interior.

External sliding 
storage drawer 
With lock. 
Exclusive opti on for 8F.

Wraparound 
panoramic wide-angle 
windscreen
Bett er visibility for safer driving.



80dF

SERIE 80dF

8066dF  |  8080dF  |  8090dF
High or low twin beds (to choose when ordering): 8066dF (ALDE opti on). 

High twin beds: 8066dF (TRUMA).

NEW SERIES



80dF
8066dF  |  8080dF  |  8090dF

8090d F

An essenti al part of French entertaining has to be the supreme comfort 
provided by the RAPIDO double fl oor.  This transverse storage double fl oor 
is innovati ve with its external access and wide openings which enable you to 
store folding chairs and a table. It also boasts all the advantages of a technical 
double fl oor including an insulated fresh water tank, which opti mises the 
interior layout and provides generous living spaces.

Thanks to a fl at fl oor throughout the vehicle, benefi t from a reinforced 
spacious feeling. With no internal steps, 80dF series off ers the maximum 
comfort.
RAPIDO off ers this double fl oor from Series 80dF, benefi t from this privilege.

STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR 

A PRIVILEGE FOR ALL

A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

NEW SERIES



6.99 m 7.39 m
8080dF 8090dF  |  8066dF 

SERIE 80dF

6.99 m x 2.35 m

7.39 m x 2.35 m

7.39 m x 2.35 m

8066dF

+

+

2016

2016

2016

2+2 5 2+2

2+2 5 2+2

2+2 5 2+2

8090dF

8080dF

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.

NEW

NEW

NEW

ALDE OPTION

ALDE OPTION
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8080d F

A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

CUSTOMISE YOUR RAPIDO !
 3 layouts

 2 furniture to choose from: ELEGANCE or MONTALCINO

 A large choice of fabrics (leather as an opti on)

 ALDE Arcti c Comfort Plus (available depending on model)

 A long list of additi onal fi tti  ngs to choose from



8090d F

SERIE 80dF
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8090d F

8090d F

A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR



8080d F

SERIE 80dF
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8080d F

8080d F

A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR



SERIE 80dF

Impact-resistant polyester roof
Impact-resistant polyester panels

Modern coach-style 
wing mirrors

Wraparound 
panoramic 
wide-angle 
windscreen

Polyester underfl oor

Floor bodywork 
with polyurethane

AL-KO chassis with 
independent suspension

Widthwise storage double 
fl oor accessible from 

both sides

Double glazed window with 
polyurethane frame, cassett e 

blinds and fl yscreen 

Height-adjustable central 
bed with large garage

(8080dF, 8090dF) 

Standard � ttings

ELEGANCE,
luxury furniture with solid maple 
mouldings.

MONTALCINO, 
modern furniture with a glossy, 
bright fi nish.

The AL-KO chassis off ers unparalleled handling and driving comfort. Its design boosts your safety thanks to 
its robust chassis and independent suspension.

YOUR CHOICE OF FURNITURE, WITH LED BACKLIT LOCKERS

Opti on ALDE Arcti c Comfort Plus (8066dF, 8090dF).
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A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

  4 seats with seat belts

  4 berths

  Cab and permanent bed with slat base 
and BULTEX® matt ress

  LED ambient lighti ng in the living room, 
bedroom and cab

  Storage area lighti ng  

  21-inch fl at screen TV unit

  TRUMA Combi 6 heati ng with CP PLUS 
control panel

  Opti on ALDE Arcti c Comfort Plus 
(8066dF, 8090dF)

 Stove with 3 in-line hobs  

  Work-top edged in solid maple 
(ELEGANCE furniture)

  Large fridge: 160L (8080dF: 135L)

  LED ambient lighti ng in the living room, 
bedroom and cab

  Spice rack and kitchen roll holder

  Kitchen with self-closing and central 
locking drawers, in white lacquer 

  Chromed brass kitchen tap 
with ceramic cartridge

  Clothes drying rack

  Central locking on driver’s 
and living area doors

  Driver’s door with electric window

  Fog lights

  Driver airbag  

  ABS braking

  Car-style rear

For the complete list of fi tti  ngs, 
please refer to the technical manual.

Speci� c � ttings on 
the Heavy version 
(GVW = 4.4T)
Greater autonomy and comfort: 
authorised weight in the storage 
area of 300 kg, reinforced front 
suspension, AL-KO special heavy-
duty stabilising jacks, ESP and 
Tracti on+.

Storage double � oor
  Maximum pass-through storage space, accessible from both inside 
and outside the vehicle

  Heated double fl oor
  Fresh water tank/waste water tank   insulated/heated
  Flat living area fl oor, without steps
  Greater phonic insulati on
  Insulati on against the cold, helping maintain a pleasant ambient 
temperature in the living area

  Storage space freed up in the living area 
(all the technical components are contained in the double fl oor)

  Lowered centre of gravity for opti mal stability



SERIE 90dF  

SERIE 90dF DESIGN EDITION

9048dF  |  9060dF MOBILY®  |  9090dF  |  9094dF  |  9000dFH  |  9005dFH

SERIE

Low twin beds: 9005dFH.



SERIE 90dF  
9048dF  |  9060dF MOBILY®  |  9090dF  |  9094dF  |  9000dFH  |  9005dFH

9000d F H

The 90dF DESIGN EDITION is a great example of French engineering, which 
expresses itself through innovative concepts, daring designs and technology 
with a touch of class. 
You will be convinced by the insulating double floor with its 
exclusive box (a RAPIDO innovation), which provides accessible 
internal and external storage. Discover layouts that preserve 
privacy while still enabling free movement and optimised storage. 

Another major innovation is the 9094dF, a model that offers a stunning 
supersized rear living room with a TV corner and large closet. In this living 
area, you can truly relax after a day of walking and appreciate the comfort 
of the generously sized couch.
The entire 90dF range features DESIGN EDITION finishes so you can enjoy 
well-lit interiors thanks to the LED ambient lighting and glossy-finish 
ELEGANCE or MONTALCINO* furniture.

INNOVATE AND REINVENT, ALWAYS AND FOREVER 

A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

* MONTALCINO finish available on 9090dF and 9000dFH.



6.49 m 7.39 m 7.99 m
9048dF 9060dF MOBILY®  |  9090dF  |  9094dF 9000dFH  |  9005dFH

6.49 m x 2.35 m

9048dF

2+2 8 2+2

7.39 m x 2.35 m

9060dF 
MOBILY®

7.39 m x 2.35 m

9090dF

+

SERIE 90dF DESIGN EDITION

2+2 5 2+2

2+2 5 2+2

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual. 

ALDE OPTION

A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR
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7.99 m
9000dFH  |  9005dFH

7.39 m x 2.35 m

9094dF

7.99 m x 2.35 m

9000dFH

9005dFH

+

7.99 m x 2.35 m
+

2+2 5+5 2+2

ALDE SERIE

ALDE SERIE

2+3 6 2+2+2

2+3 7 2+2+2

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual. 

A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR



9090d F

SERIE 90dF DESIGN EDITION A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR



9090d F

9090d F
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A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR



9094d F

SERIE 90dF DESIGN EDITION A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR



9094d F

9094d F

9094d F
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A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR



9000d F H

9000d F H 9000d F H

SERIE 90dF DESIGN EDITION A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR
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9060d F  M O B I LY ®

9060d F  M O B I LY ®9060d F  M O B I LY ®

Watch our video about MOBILY® by scanning  
this code or visiting www.rapido.fr.

A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR



SERIE 90dF DESIGN EDITION

Standard � ttings

Impact-resistant polyester roof
Impact-resistant polyester 

panels

Full-cover 
roof

Wraparound panoramic 
wide-angle windscreen

Polyester underfl oorDoor with 2-point 
locking, fi xed window 

and inbuilt bin
Bodywork 

(roof, panels and fl oor) 
with polyurethane

Double glazed window 
with aluminium frame, 

cassett e blinds 
and fl yscreen

Height-adjustable 
central bed with 

large garage 
(9090dF, 9000dFH)

AL-KO chassis 
with independent 

suspension

Side storage compartment
Widthwise storage double fl oor 

accessible from both sides

Modern 
coach-style 

wing mirrors

LED day 
running lights

The AL-KO chassis off ers unparalleled handling and driving comfort. Its design boosts your safety thanks to 
its robust chassis and independent suspension.

YOUR CHOICE OF FURNITURE, WITH LED BACKLIT LOCKERS

*   MONTALCINO fi nish available on 9090dF 
and 9000dFH.

ELEGANCE 
GLOSSY
enjoy sophisti cati on with solid 
maple wood mouldings and 
glossy fi nishes.

MONTALCINO 
GLOSSY* 
modern furniture with a glossy, 
bright fi nish.
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A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

  4 seats with seat belts (5 for the 
9000dFH and 9005dFH)
  4 berths: cab beds and permanent 
rear bed (except 9048dF and 
9094dF) with slat bases and BULTEX® 
matt resses
  6 berths for the 9000dFH and 
9005dFH (including 2 occasional 
berths in the living room)
  130mm-thick BULTEX® matt ress 
on permanent bed
  Two-way light switch and radio 
control from the bedroom
  Large living room with 5 to 10 seats 
(depending on model)
  Living room upholstery: contemporary 
design, opti mal comfort and 
height-adjustable headrest

  21-inch fl at screen TV unit  
  ALDE Arcti c Comfort Plus central 
heati ng (opti on on 9090dF; standard 
on 9000dFH and 9005dFH)
  TRUMA Combi 6 heati ng with 
CP PLUS control panel (except for 
ALDE model)
  Automati c inverter, for driving 
with gas heati ng on
  PIONEER® Multi media Stati on: DVD, 
MP3, DIVX, USB and reversing camera 
screen

 Large 160L AES fridge

  Cooker hood  

 Spice rack and kitchen roll holder

 Second multi purpose sink  

  Kitchen with self-closing and central 
locking drawers, in white lacquer

  Work-top edged in solid maple 
(ELEGANCE furniture)

  Removable serving hatch shelf 
between the kitchen and living room

  Chromed brass kitchen tap with 
ceramic cartridge

  Built-in sunshade with winding 
mechanism

  Height-adjustable cab seats

  Cruise control

 Living area door fl yscreen

 Cab air conditi oning

 Driver and passenger airbags 

 ABS braking

 Designer rear pillars

 Stabilising jacks

  External shower with hot 
and cold water

For the complete list of fi tti  ngs,
please refer to the technical manual.

DESIGN EDITION 
FINISHES AS 
STANDARD !
RAPIDO sophistication

  ELEGANCE Glossy or MONTALCINO Glossy 
furniture*

  Entrance, cab, living room, kitchen, bathroom 
and bedroom ambient lighti ng

  Indirect lighti ng over the drop-down bed  

  Many comfort and luxury fi tti  ngs

*  MONTALCINO fi nish available 

on 9090dF and 9000dFH.

90dF Storage double � oor
With exclusive third level of storage (a RAPIDO innovati on)
  Maximum widthwise storage space, accessible from both inside 
and outside the vehicle

  Easy external access with wide-opening hatches
  Greater noise insulati on
  Insulati on against the cold, helping maintain a pleasant ambient 
temperature in the living area 

  Lowered centre of gravity for opti mal stability
 Insulati on of fresh and waste water tank

Speci� c � ttings on the Heavy version (GVW = 4.4T)
Greater autonomy and comfort: authorised weight in the storage area of 300 kg, reinforced front suspension, AL-KO special 
heavy-duty stabilising jacks, ESP and Tracti on+.

Speci� c � ttings on the 9000dFH and 9005dFH (GVW = 4.4 T)
Electric sunshade, ALDE Comfort Plus Arcti c central heati ng, 190-litre fresh water tank, second leisure batt ery, 5 registered seats, 
6 berths (including 2 occasional berths in the living room) and electric step on the living area entrance.



SERIE 10  

SERIE 10 DESIGN EDITION

10000  |  10001



10000

Make way for the Series 10 DESIGN EDITION and its cortège of regal fittings. 
Available as a tag axle heavy vehicle, this motorhome features - with a certain 
ceremony - all the splendour of a luxury kitchen, vast 7 guest living room and, the 
ultimate touch, a separate shower (with glass door in the 10001 DESIGN EDITION).  

DISTINCTION furniture reigns in the two models, with genuine wood fittings 
enhanced by a sublime varnish finish. Here, the light-filled interior is accentuated 
by the supreme light of day.
Walk this royal path, which leads to regal living.

6 REGISTERED SEATS AND 6 BERTHS...

IF VERSAILLES WAS ON WHEELS...  

A-CLASS WITH TAG AXLE FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS AND DOUBLE FLOOR STORAGE WITH ALDE AS STANDARD  
(GVW = 5T AND GCW = 6T)



8.49 m
10000  |  10001

8.49 m x 2.35 m

8.49 m x 2.35 m

+

+

SERIE 10 DESIGN EDITION

10000

10001

ALDE SERIE

ALDE SERIE

2+4 7 2+2+2

2+4 7 2+2+2

* Seats with seat belts; for licensed seats, please refer to the technical manual. 

APPROVED BY THE 
CYCLING TEAM
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10000

10000 10000

* Seats with seat belts; for licensed seats, please refer to the technical manual. 

A-CLASS WITH TAG AXLE FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS AND DOUBLE FLOOR STORAGE WITH ALDE AS STANDARD 
(GVW = 5T AND GCW = 6T)

Dining table and berths
Since its launch the 10000 DESIGN 

EDITION model has proven popular, 
off ering 6 registered seats, 6 berths 
(including 2 occasional berths) and 

a height-adjustable bed. 
All the family can travel !



10000

SERIE 10 DESIGN EDITION



10000

10000
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A-CLASS WITH TAG AXLE FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS AND DOUBLE FLOOR STORAGE WITH ALDE AS STANDARD  
(GVW = 5T AND GCW = 6T)



SERIE 10 DESIGN EDITION

Standard � ttings

Impact-resistant polyester roof
Impact-resistant polyester panels

Full-cover 
roof

Wraparound panoramic 
wide-angle windscreen

Door with 2-point locking, fi xed window and inbuilt bin
Electric step on the living area entrance

Bodywork (roof, panels and fl oor) 
with polyurethane

Polyester underfl oor

Double glazed window 
with aluminium frame, 

cassett e blinds 
and fl yscreen

Height-adjustable 
central bed with 

large garage

AL-KO chassis with 
independent suspension

Side storage 
compartment

Widthwise storage double fl oor 
accessible from both sides

Modern 
coach-style 

wing mirrors

LED day 
running lights

The AL-KO chassis off ers unparalleled handling and driving comfort. Its design boosts your safety thanks to 
its robust chassis and independent suspension.

DISTINCTION 
furniture
With multi -coat varnished 
yacht-style solid wood upper 
doors in the bedroom and 
living room.

Ambient multi-zone 
lighting with dimmer
Entrance, cab, living room, 
kitchen, bathroom and bedroom.
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A-CLASS WITH TAG AXLE FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS AND DOUBLE FLOOR STORAGE WITH ALDE AS STANDARD 
(GVW = 5T AND GCW = 6T)

  6 seats with seat belts
  6 berths (4 permanent)
  Electric cab bed
  130 mm-thick BULTEX® matt ress 
on permanent bed

  Two-way light switch and radio 
control from the bedroom  

  Pre-cabling for second TV 
in the bedroom

  XXL 7-seater living room
  Curtains on backlit rods
  21-inch fl at screen TV unit
  Central heati ng ALDE Arcti c 
Comfort Plus :

     - Frost Control system
      -  Separate temperature control 

for the bedroom
  Automati c inverter, for driving 
with gas heati ng on

  300-litre fresh water tank
  PIONEER® Multi media Stati on: 
DVD, MP3, DIVX, USB and reversing 
camera screen

  TechTower as standard 
(fridge/oven combo)

  Cooker hood
  Spice rack and kitchen roll holder
  Second multi purpose sink
  Kitchen with self-closing and central 
locking drawers, in white lacquer 

  Work-top edged in solid maple 
  Removable serving hatch shelf 
between the kitchen and living room

  Chromed brass kitchen tap 
with ceramic cartridge  

  Automati c lighti ng in top cupboards 
upon opening

  Stove with 3 in-line hobs  
  Bathroom with double parti ti on 
door

  Exclusive, XXL central bathroom 
with glass shower door on 10001 
DESIGN EDITION

  Double cassett e toilet
  Cassett e toilet with SOG venti lati on 
system  

  Electric sunshade with winding 
mechanism

  Height-adjustable cab seats
  Second leisure batt ery
  Cruise control
  Living area door fl yscreen
  Manual cab air-conditi oning
  Driver and passenger airbags
  ABS braking
  ESP & Tracti on+

  Heavy-duty rear for heavy A-Class
  Authorised weight in the storage 
area: 300 kg

  Reinforced front suspension
  AL-KO special heavy-duty stabilising 
jacks 

For the complete list of fi tti  ngs,

please refer to the technical manual.

DESIGN EDITION 
FINISHES AS 
STANDARD !
RAPIDO sophistication

The interior ambience of the 10000 and 10001 
DESIGN EDITION subtly combines exclusive 
materials with elaborately worked shapes. 
These two models are fi tt ed with DESIGN 
EDITION interior and exterior décor as standard:

  DISTINCTION furniture, with multi -coat 
varnished yacht-style solid wood veneer upper 
doors in the bedroom and living room

  Entrance, cab, living room, kitchen, bathroom 
and bedroom ambient lighti ng

  Indirect lighti ng over the drop-down bed

  Many comfort and luxury fi tti  ngs 

LED day 
running lights

Tag Axle
Provides genuine travelling 
comfort and increased 
stability on the move.

Storage Double Floor 
With exclusive third level of storage 
(a RAPIDO innovati on)

   Maximum widthwise storage space, 
accessible from both inside 
and outside the vehicle

  Easy external access with wide-opening hatches
   Lowered centre of gravity 
for opti mal stability 

On mud, snow, sand and grass, it removes drive from the sliding wheel and redistributes it to one 
with bett er grip.Traction+



SERIE DISTINCTION

  |  

NEW SERIES



  |  

i90

An innate sense of aestheti cs, a confi dent style and inspired designs: the 
reputati on of French designers is well-established. And the DISTINCTION 
series confi rms their presti ge. Take a look at the care and quality shown in the 
new front and streamlined grill. Inside you will fi nd a yacht-style ambiance 
with quality, modern furniture and a luxury cab with top-sti tched dashboard.

RAPIDO’s innovati ve technology means its motorhomes stand out from the 
rest: storage double fl oor, 100% polyester bodywork for greater impact 
resistance and easier repairs, 100% polyurethane-strengthened panels, 
30mm Styrofoam insulati on and foam-coated aluminium interior surface.
The new DISTINCTION Series: innovati on and design become one.

GREATER FRENCH STYLE

A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

NEW SERIES



6.99 m x 2.35 m

7.39 m x 2.35 m

SERIE DISTINCTION

2+2 5 2+2

2+2 5 2+2

6.99 m 7.39 m

+

2016

2016

* Seats with seat belts; for registered seats, please refer to the technical manual.

ALDE OPTION

NEW

NEW
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i80

A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR



i90

SERIE DISTINCTION
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A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR



i80

SERIE DISTINCTION
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i90

i90

A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR



SERIE DISTINCTION

Standard � ttings

Impact-resistant 
polyester roof
Full-cover roof

Impact-resistant 
polyester panels

Driver cab door with 
two-point locking 

Wraparound panoramic 
wide-angle windscreen

Bodywork (roof, panels and fl oor)
100% polyurethane

30mm Styrofoam insulati on 
Polyester underfl oor

Double glazed windows 
with polyurethane frame 
(lie-fl at design), cassett e 

blinds and fl yscreen 

Height-adjustable 
central bed with large 

garage

AL-KO chassis with 
independent suspension

Widthwise storage double 
fl oor accessible from 

both sides

Door with 
2-point locking 
and inbuilt bin

Sliding, insulati ng windscreen blind: 
high/low (sunshade) 

and low/high (privacy screen)

New grill

Rounded 
exterior design

LED day 
running lights

Modern coach-style 
wing mirrors

The AL-KO chassis off ers unparalleled handling and driving comfort. Its design boosts your safety thanks to 
its robust chassis and independent suspension.

GLOSSY DISTINCTION furniture 
Luxury furniture with solid maple mouldings.

ALDE Arcti c Comfort Plus heati ng (opti on in i90).
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A-CLASS FIAT AL-KO CHASSIS WITH EXTRA-WIDE REAR TRACK AND STORAGE DOUBLE FLOOR

  4 seats with seat belts

  4 berths: cab beds and permanent 
rear bed with slat bases 
and BULTEX® matt resses

  130 mm-thick BULTEX® matt ress 
on permanent bed

  Two-way light switch and radio 
control from the bedroom  

  Exclusive cab bed bott om design

  Living room upholstery: 
contemporary design, opti mal 
comfort and height-adjustable 
headrest  

  Curtains on backlit rods

  21-inch fl at screen TV unit

  TRUMA Combi 6 heati ng with 
CP PLUS control panel

  ALDE Arcti c Comfort Plus heati ng 
(opti on in i90)

  Automati c inverter, for driving 
with gas heati ng on

  PIONEER® Multi media Stati on: 
DVD, MP3, DIVX, USB and reversing 
camera screen

  Central dashboard in black leather 
with white sti tching

  Large 160L AES fridge (i80: 135L)

  Cooker hood

  Spice rack and kitchen roll holder

  Second multi purpose sink (i90)

  Kitchen with self-closing and central 
locking drawers, in white lacquer

  Work-top edged in solid maple

  Removable serving hatch shelf 
between the kitchen and living room

  Chromed brass kitchen tap 
with ceramic cartridge

  Automati c lighti ng in top cupboards 
upon opening  

  Ambient multi -zone lighti ng 
with dimmer

  Built-in sunshade with winding 
mechanism  

  Height-adjustable cab seats

  Cruise control

  Living area door fl yscreen

 Manual cab air-conditi oning

  Driver and passenger airbags

  ABS braking

  External shower with hot 
and cold water

  Carpeted storage area

  Stabilising jacks

For the complete list of fi tti  ngs,
please refer to the technical manual.

Bodywork (roof, panels and fl oor)
100% polyurethane

30mm Styrofoam insulati on 
Polyester underfl oor

Storage Double Floor 
   Maximum pass-through storage space, 
accessible from both inside and outside 
the vehicle

   Heated double fl oor
    Fresh water tank/waste water tank  
insulated/heated

   Flat living area fl oor, without steps

   Greater phonic insulati on
  Insulati on against the cold, helping maintain a 
pleasant ambient temperature in the living area

   Storage space freed up in the living area 
(all the technical components are contained 
in the double fl oor)

   Lowered centre of gravity for opti mal stability

Speci� c � ttings on the Heavy version (GVW = 4.4T)
Greater autonomy and comfort: authorised weight in the storage area of 300 kg, reinforced front suspension, AL-KO special 
heavy-duty stabilising jacks, ESP and Tracti on+.

Height-adjustable garage (90 - 120 cm)
Adjust your storage capacity to your needs.



   70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION 

  6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

   9000dFH, 9005dFH, 10

  6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF, DISTINCTION

                                                                                        

Standard � ttings:
an abundance of riches 
without equal 
The standard fi tti  ngs provided in RAPIDO vehicles is remarkably extensive, and the level off ered is without doubt the 
highest available on the market in each class. 

BASE VEHICLE & SAFETY 

Height-adjustable cab seats
Adapt to your liking for greater driving comfort.

ABS (Anti lock Brake System)
This prevents the wheels from locking during braking, reduces 
stopping distances and maintains the motorhome’s steering 
ability.

ESP (Electronic Stability Program) 
with Tracti on+* 
ESP: is an anti -skid system capable of braking one or more 
wheels to stabilise the vehicle.

Tracti on+: on mud, snow, sand and grass, it removes drive from 
the sliding wheel and redistributes it to one with bett er grip.

 Standard               Opti on                      Pack RAPIDO

*  As standard on vehicles with GVW of 4.25T/4.4T. 
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   70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

   6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

   70FF

   6F/6FF

   90dF/dFH, 10,
DISTINCTION

   8F/80dF

   70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION 

   6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION
  70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION    6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

Cruise control
This system automati cally maintains the vehicle’s speed for 
greater driving comfort.

Wing mirrors

Manual cab air conditi oning
Cab air conditi oning enables you to concentrate on your driving, 
even in hot weather.

Extra-wide rear track 
For bett er driving stability. Greater comfort and safety.

Belts for the rear passengers 
Models with seats facing the road are fi tt ed with belts in the 
rear. Therefore all models are fi tt ed with at least four 3-point 
seatbelts (cab seats included).

Airbags
Airbags protect you in head-on collisions from violently 
connecti ng with any internal fi tti  ngs.

Driver
Passenger

Electric, de-icing. Coach-style. 
Electric, 
de-icing. 
Black

Coach-style. 
Electric, de-icing 
and double-view.
White.



   70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION* 

  6F/6FF

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, 
DISTINCTION

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, 
DISTINCTION

   70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

   70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION 

   6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, 
DISTINCTION

   6F/6FF*, 70FF, 8F/80dF*, 90dF/dFH, 10, 
DISTINCTION

   70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION 

   70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION 
  6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

                                                                                        

INSIDE: 
TECHNICAL EXPERTISE DEDICATED TO YOUR COMFORT 

Cab blinds
Thermal blinds for better insulation  
and more privacy.

Metal kitchen tap
No plastic, only chromed brass.

Bathroom
The bathroom provides several types 
of storage (shelves and cabinets with 
sliding doors) depending on the model, 
and comes equipped with a large mirror 
throughout the range.

More practical yet elegant 
kitchens
Chrome metal herb rack and kitchen towel 
holder. Self-closing and central locking 
drawers to avoid them opening accidentally 
during the trip.

Serving hatch
Removable serving hatch shelf.

Outdoor shower
Take an outdoor shower in the storage 
area (hot & cold water) and keep your 
motorhome clean.

Laundry bag*

The laundry bag is in the bedroom, 
accessed from the bedside shelf  
and the storage area.

Cooker hood
Extracts cooking odours and smoke  
for greater comfort.

Water-saving shower
Water-saving shower head for greater 
autonomy.

FEATURES

Standard fittings: an abundance of riches without equal 

*  Dual-pleat sliding thermal windscreen blinds:  
high/low (sunshade) and low/high (privacy screen).

* On central bed models only.

* Not available on 640F and 803F.

 Standard               Option                      Pack RAPIDO
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   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, 
DISTINCTION

  70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION
  6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

  6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

   70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION 
  6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

   70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION 
  6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

   70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION 
  6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

   650FF, 70FF, 881F, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION    70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION 
6F/6FF, 8F/80dF

Payload including fi tti  ngs  
RAPIDO unladen weights include the weight of standard fi tti  ngs and data set by 
current legislati on. Clear informati on and opti mal payloads: RAPIDO designs and 
manufactures vehicles which boast the maximum opti misati on of their weight and 
payload so you can carry everything you want.

Reversing camera 
with sound 
Audio - Day and Night View - Heated - 
Adjustable  
The camera is connected to a screen with 
speaker, built into the dash board. 
The driver can therefore hear instructi ons 
being given by someone behind the 
vehicle !
The 6F/6FF and 8F/80dF Series only have 
pre-cabling installed.

PIONEER® car radio 
and speakers 
Make your trip even bett er by listening 
to your favourite songs or watching your 
favourite shows !

Gas inverter
The system enables you to use gas, even 
while travelling, to heat the living area or the 
water installati on. In the event of an accident, 
it closes off  the gas before the pipes 
and appliances are damaged.

Audio and video equipment: 
like being at the cinema !  
PIONEER® Multi media Stati on: DVD, MP3, 
DIVX, USB and reversing camera screen 
built into the dashboard with an HD LCD 
double DIN colour touch screen. Watch a 
DVD, listen to the radio or enjoy your own 
playlist from your iPod or MP3 using the 
USB or SD Card connecti on. It also displays 
the reversing camera’s view.

Standard DVD/HDMI 
equipment*

Some car radios can also play DVDs. 
That is why RAPIDO has added an audio/
video cable connecti ng the dashboard to 
the TV unit. The HDMI connecti on means 
a second TV in the bedroom can also 
be connected (for more details, see the 
technical manual).

100% LED lighti ng*

Energy savings (consumes 10 ti mes less 
electricity), recyclable technology and 
adjustable lighti ng levels**. 

Standard fittings: an abundance of riches without equal 

Reversing camera pre-cabling

*  Only on models with a second TV space in the 
bedroom.

*    Without rangehood. Awning light on the 640F 
is halogen.

**  Dimmer: 70FF, 90dF/dFH, 10 & DISTINCTION.



   6F/6FF*, 70FF, 8F/80dF*, 90dF/dFH, 10, 
DISTINCTION

   9000dFH, 9005dFH, 10  

    640F, 680F, 680FF, 70FF, 880F, 8080dF, 
9060dF, 9090dF, 90dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

    640F, 680F, 680FF, 880F, 8080dF,
DISTINCTION i80

   9000dFH, 9005dFH, 10 1
 

   90dF, DISTINCTION 2  

   70FF, 90dF/dFH, 
10, DISTINCTION

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 
8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 
10, DISTINCTION

                                                                                        

Central height-adjustable 
beds
Choose opti ons to suit your taste. For a 
large garage with more generous storage 
space.

Retractable central 
bed base
Free up room for easier movement 
around the bed.

Roller blinds 
The underside of the cab bed in the 
A-Class models is fi tt ed with built-in 
roller blinds.

 1  Electric roller blinds

 2  Manual roller blinds

Plug in bedroom 
and storage area

Electric cab bed
The cab bed is operated with an electric 
motor to make life on board easier.

Reclining headboard 
on permanent bed
You can keep yourself sitti  ng up in bed 
quite comfortably to read or to watch a 
fi lm (mechanical adjustment).

Bedding: 
one of the best benchmarks

Parti cular care is taken to off er you opti mum density foam 

designed to last, which boasts the BULTEX® label.

Aluminium frame bed with wooden slats, providing comfort 

and constant venti lati on.

The enti re range enjoys an even higher level of fi nish with 

springs and fl exi-att achments on the slats.

As an example, the BULTEX® matt ress in the rear bedroom is 

130mm-thick on Series 90dF/dFH, 10 and DISTINCTION. 

By selecti ng RAPIDO bedding, you are choosing one of the 

highest levels of comfort in the motorhome market.

COMFORT/BERTHS 

Standard fittings: an abundance of riches without equal 

For recharging 
bulky devices 
(230 V).

For a comfortable 
sleep (230 V).

 Standard               Opti on                      Pack RAPIDO

*  Excluding 640F, 650FF and 850F. The 803F 
transverse bed is also height-adjustable.
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   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, 
DISTINCTION

  666F, 866F, 8066dF

 640F, 600FF, 650FF, 676FF, 70FF, 850F, 883F, 9000dFH, 9005dFH, 10

  6F, 600FF, 650FF, 70FF, 9048dF, 90dFH, 10

 850F

  676FF, 680FF, 691FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF*, DISTINCTION

High or low twin beds
You have a choice of two options (select when placing your 
order):   

High twin beds for a large 120cm storage area, or low twin 
beds for easy access to the sleeping accommodation, with 
an 80cm high storage area (or 68cm on the 666F) and a 
cupboard above the beds.

Adaptable living room tables 
The living room tables are designed to enable you to travel quite 
easily from the cab to the kitchen: the table top moves forward 
and back, sideways and also rotates. 

 Living room table with telescopic leg (for occasional berths)

 Living room table with fixed leg

Front-facing seats: modular seats
You can reconfigure the modular bench seats from their living room position to face 
forwards with a seat belt when you are on the road. Simple, easy-to-handle bench 
seats!

Shower skylight
Increased shower height to maximise 
space and improve ventilation.

USER-FRIENDLY

Standard fittings: an abundance of riches without equal 

with ALDE as an option

* Except for 9048dF.



   8F 

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F, 90dF/dFH, 10

   8F/80dF 

   80dF*, 90dF/dFH, DISTINCTION    6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, 
DISTINCTION

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, 
DISTINCTION

   90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

   6F/6FF, 70FF 

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F, 90dF/dFH, 10

   8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

                                                                                        

External storage drawer
Sliding outdoor storage drawer.

Heated fl oor
The electric composite fi lm incorporated 
into the fl oor provides soft  warmth 
underfoot at fl oor level and therefore a 
real feeling of comfort. Uses 230V power 
supply. 
New: 8066dF ALDE, 8090dF ALDE and i90 ALDE: 
opti on of water-heated fl oor connected to the ALDE 
heati ng system.

LED day running lights
Adds style to your vehicle and improved 
safety.

WEBASTO AIR TOP 2000 S 
cab heati ng
The energy source for heati ng the warm 
air is the vehicle’s own fuel (diesel). Its low 
consumpti on is parti cularly useful for long 
periods of heati ng with the engine off  (at 
night and during long breaks) and its heat 
emission from the moment the heati ng 
is switched on provides a rapid rise in 
temperature and genuine indoor comfort. 
This is an opti onal extra with TRUMA and 
ALDE heati ng.

Double glazing  
On the front cab’s side windows (except 
driver door) to improve cab insulati on.

Pack Look
Coach-style wing mirrors, white, dual lens, 
LED day running lights.

Air premium rear 
suspension
On AL-KO chassis. Great comfort. 

Internal carpet
New, lighter carpet for a brighter look.

Insulati ng cold-weather cab 
cladding    
This external isothermal protecti on 
developed with RAPIDO ensures maximum 
protecti on both in summer and winter. 
It eff ecti vely combats thermal exchanges 
in the vehicle as well as the formati on of 
condensati on on the windscreen.

Optional � ttings
Our vehicles have the highest quality of standard fi tti  ngs, but you can further increase your comfort with opti onal extras.

* 80dF and 90dF: on HEAVY chassis only.

 Standard               Opti on                      Pack RAPIDO
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   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

   9094dF

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

   6F/6FF, 8F

   70FF, 80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

3

1 2

   6F/6FF, 70FF, 8F/80dF, 90dF/dFH, 10, DISTINCTION

PIONEER® GPS + DVD player 
On the single screen built into the dashboard, you can track your route in Europe, use 
the reversing camera to safely manoeuvre, watch a DVD, listen to the radio and enjoy 
your own playlist from your iPod or MP3 using the USB or SD Card connecti on.

PIONEER® navi-truck navigati on system
Display specially-designed iti neraries to cater for the height, weight, length and 
width of your vehicle. Simply enter your vehicle’s dimensions and let PIONEER® 
Navi-Truck guide you.

Symphony audio pack*

This pack consists of:
  1 subwoofer,
  2 speakers in the living room,
  2 extra speakers in the bedroom.

The sound is harmoniously distributed throughout the living area and provides true 
sound quality.

Cinema pack
LED projector with large screen and 
electric remote. LED ambient lights.

Alloy rims 
To customise the external style of your 
vehicle, the following alloy rims are 
available as an opti on:

   Fiat aluminium rims: 16” in LIGHT 1  
and HEAVY 2 .  

 16” steel alloy rims (Heavy chassis). 

   SCORPION aluminium AL-KO rims, 15” 
in LIGHT (3.5T or 3.7T)/16” in HEAVY 
(4.4T) 3 . 

* Available only on factory order.



MONTALCINO ELEGANCE 
ELEGANCE  

DESIGN  
EDITION

DISTINCTION DISTINCTION

SERIES 6F/6FF l l

SERIE 70FF l l

SERIE 8F l l

SERIE 80dF l l

SERIE 90dF/dFH 9090dF/9000dFH l

SERIE 10 l

SERIE  
DISTINCTION

l

FURNITURE

ELEGANCEMONTALCINO

New modern 
colour 

with glossy finish

Solid maple lower 
part with brushed 
aluminium insert

Solid maple lower 
part with glossy 

varnish

Real wood veneer, 
solid maple lower 

part, with  
multi-coat varnish

Solid maple lower 
part, with glossy 

varnish

VARNISHED GLOSSY
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MONTALCINO FURNITURE

Its cosy style creates a warm, modern 
ambiance with its grey, chocolate and 
beige tones enhanced by a chrome fi nish 
on the rods.

ELEGANCE FURNITURE

The ELEGANCE line carries its name with 
nobility. The style has been designed in 
line with our own values and incorporates 
a lower moulding in solid maple with a 
brushed aluminium insert.

Our 2016 Collecti on models all boast solid 
maple furniture from entry-level series 
upwards !

Series 70FF and 90dF/dFH come are 
DESIGN EDITION models featuring 
ELEGANCE furniture with a glossy fi nish.

DISTINCTION FURNITURE

Glossy and sophisti cated, this genuine 
wood features pure lines and is reminiscent 
of the luxury interiors found in top Parisian 
hotels. Impeccable French taste.
VARNISHED DISTINCTION
In Series 10, the DISTINCTION furniture 
enjoys an additional treatment with 
genuine wood veneer on the panels and a 
magnifi cent multi -coat varnish fi nish.
GLOSSY DISTINCTION
The furniture in the DISTINCTION series is 
off ered with a gorgeous glossy fi nish.

ELEGANCE DESIGN EDITION VARNISHED DISTINCTION GLOSSY DISTINCTION

AN ENTIRE 
RANGE DEDICATED 
TO LUXURY

Like a precious jewel, the 2016 
Collection sparkles with elegant, 
well-designed details.
In the living room, back-lit lockers line 
the upper cupboards. They are easily 
accessible and perfect for holding 
your personal items, while at the 
same ti me emitti  ng a gentle light to 
create a relaxing atmosphere.
Inspired by cutting-edge kitchen 
layouts, the kitchen boasts a fresh, 
gourmet style.

* Except MONTALCINO furniture.

> USED IN ALL OUR FURNITURE 
COLLECTIONS  (CUPBOARD DOORS)

    
    

     
  RAPIDO: oft en copied, never beaten

CHECK: LOOK AT THE EDGE 

OF THE CUPBOARDS !

SOLID WOOD*
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SEATING COMFORT
In the new 2016 Collection, the seats 
provide a combination of comfort and 
style thanks to their fluid horizontal lines.
The improved seating offers an angled 
back combined with strong lower back 
support to provide excellent kidney 
support and make you feel that you 
are sitting on a sofa in the lounge of a 
five-star hotel !

DRIVING COMFORT
All models are fitted with special 
motorhome seats. In addition to their 
great comfort, they can also be set to 
your ideal position with adjustable height 
and reclining back and seat (RAPIDO 
pack: 6F/6FF/8F/80dF).
Designer yet practical, their ergonomic 
shape follows your slightest movement.

HARMONY
The living room offers a resolutely 
modern look while also focusing on 
comfort: cab seat cover colours that 
match the living room, incorporated 
headrests and more. 
A trendy look: throughout the entire 
range, RAPIDO’s upholstery is enhanced 
by an elegant band of colour (except 
Boston range/Canberra range/Sable 
Nappa leather).

The bedroom features cushions as 
standard which, when placed on the 
bed, add a cosy charm to the room 
(optional in Series 6F/6FF and 8F/80dF).

Stylish cushions also add ambiance to 
the living area.

3 CURTAIN RANGES 
TO MATCH YOUR 
INTERIOR
  Japanese blinds with sliding panels 
(Series 6F/6FF and 8F/80dF).

 Ship blinds in nautical style (Series 70FF).
  Sliding curtains on curtain rods (Series 
90dF, 10 and DISTINCTION). The curtain 
rods are lit in Series 10 and DISTINCTION.

The comfort  
of RAPIDO upholstery

RAPIDO pays particular attention 
to the quality of the upholstery. 
Conscious of the fact that a lot of 
time is spent sitting in a motorhome, 
RAPIDO designs high quality 
upholstery. The choice of the foams 
and textiles determines the level of 
comfort; both are rigorously selected 
and tested. In your motorhome, 
hours pass but comfort remains.  

Available as standard

Available at additional cost

Not available
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Fabric Upholstery

Luxury

Fabric Upholstery: Tep* or velvet

  Canberra range (leather/Tep* in mocha/vanilla). 
Visible sti tching on contrasti ng hues.

  Boston range (leather/Tep* in beige).

  Sable Nappa leather.  

This excepti onally high quality fi nishing leather will make 
your interiors even more luxurious.

* Tep: Polyamide-coated fabric.

The 2016 Collecti on off ers new, easy to clean fabric ranges. 
Light, warm, classic or modern: the enti re range is stylishly upholstered with a stylish contrasti ng band of colour 
(except Boston and Nappa).

Fabric Upholstery
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Fabric Upholstery

Luxury

Fabric Upholstery: Tep* or velvet

  Canberra range (leather/Tep* in mocha/vanilla). 
Visible sti tching on contrasti ng hues.

  Boston range (leather/Tep* in beige).

  Sable Nappa leather.  

This excepti onally high quality fi nishing leather will make 
your interiors even more luxurious.

* Tep: Polyamide-coated fabric.

The 2016 Collecti on off ers new, easy to clean fabric ranges. 
Light, warm, classic or modern: the enti re range is stylishly upholstered with a stylish contrasti ng band of colour 
(except Boston and Nappa).

Fabric Upholstery
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Some models presented in this catalogue may be shown with optional equipment. Non-contractual photos: stylistic elements, décor and accessories not included. Since part of RAPIDO 
production is intended for export, the characteristics of the models may vary from one country to another; for an exact definition of the models marketed, we request you to consult your dealer. 
RAPIDO reserves the right to make modifications to its models without notice. Despite the care taken in the production of this catalogue, it cannot be taken as a contractual document. Your 
dealer will be happy to give you any further information you may require.
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RAPIDO, a luxury motorhome manufacturer, signed a two year partnership with Team FDJ in February 2015. With 
this partnership, RAPIDO is committed to supporting a French cycling team with strong potential. RAPIDO wants 
to associate its name with Team FDJ as they share the same values of excellence and commitment!

This partnership takes the form of a 10001DFH, RAPIDO’s largest vehicle. This luxury A-Class has been specially 
adapted to meet the needs of the FDJ cyclists. This special 10001dFH features the large rear lounge of a RAPIDO 
9094dF, so the cyclists can enjoy a comfortable rest.

They will definitely appreciate this great extra feature after a race!

RAPIDO, OFFICIAL PARTNER 
OF THE FDJ CYCLING TEAM

www.rapido.fr
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